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arker has built a solid standing in the archery community.
The Virginia bow-builder that was launched as a sister firm
to the former Nationwide Archery Distributing has strong
sales and continues to grow. This impressive track record has been
achieved through a philosophy of “giving the customer what
he/she wants” and producing some of the better looking and better
performing rigs on the market.
Parker’s Phoenix models have received the most attention in
recent years, but for 2006 Bob Errett and his team decided they
needed to add a long riser, parallel limb model to stay up to date
with what a lot of customers were asking for. They actually ended
up with two of these bows, the single-cam Frontier we were able to
test, and a twin-cam Frontier 2-Plus for your customers who value
speed over smoothness.

The Basics:
Riser: Parker’s Frontier is centered on a 24.25 inch riser, which
is CNC machined from the industry standard 6061 aluminum.
Many bows today are configured with a reflex geometry to enhance
the power stroke and increase speed and power. Parker followed
the same path giving the Frontier 3.875 inches of reflex. Through a
series of cutouts distributed along the riser’s length Parker keeps
the Frontier’s mass weight to a comfortable 4.15 pounds.
Several other features on the riser include the cable guard, grip
and silencers. The cable guard is constructed of solid carbon, which
is first epoxy sealed for a smooth surface then film dipped with a
camo finish. A black, Teflon impregnated cable slide comes with
radiused and angled grooves designed to reduce wear and improve
efficiency. The Frontier’s one-piece walnut grip has a narrow throat
and contoured thumb slot for a consistent low wrist position.
Attached to each end of the riser are rear-facing vibration dampening modules. The modules are manufactured by Sims Vibration
Labs and utilizes the popular proprietary dampening material. Also
featured on the Frontier’s riser is a 5/16-24 threaded stabilizermounting insert (front only).
The Parker Frontier is dressed out in Mossy Oak’s Break-Up
Camo pattern from head to toe. The riser, limbs, cable guard and
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eccentrics are all film dipped with
the same great-looking pattern.
Parker has been offering this complete camouflage finish for several
years and it helps set these bows

apart from the other brands where
limbs and riser receive the coating
but other components like limb cups
and cams are simply anodized.
Film dipping is an extra-cost
process that consists of several steps.
The first step in this process requires
that a sturdy powder coat be applied
electrostatically followed by a drying/hardening period in an oven.
Next, a piece of film with the Mossy
Oak camo pattern printed on it is
placed flat on the surface of the
water in a stainless steel tank. The
film base is dissolved by the water,
which leaves only the camo pattern
lying on the water’s surface. The
cleaned and powder coated part is
lowered through the ink and into the
water. The ink pattern wraps around
the part creating a seamless and
flawless finish. The riser or other part
is then removed, rinsed and dried
before a hard protective coat is
added
Customer Connection: The
Mossy Oak camo pattern looks great
on the Frontier’s riser, especially
since it is complimented by the same
pattern on the limbs, cable guard
and eccentrics. Point out that the
makers of the Frontier obviously
have hunters in mind as they do not
add any bright or polished pieces to
their bows and go a step further by
film dipping almost every inch!
Parker has even camouflaged grips
on some past models—here the wal-

nut is allowed to show through.
Reflex geometry increases the
power stroke and aids speed – a definite selling point.
Parker’s one-piece wood grip is
super comfortable – get it into your
customer’s hands.
A component designed for durability, and one that I think should
come standard on every single bow
manufactured, is a stabilizer-mounting insert. I am happy to see that the
Frontier includes one and your customers will appreciate it as well.
Thinking of hunters again Parker
outfitted the Frontier with Sims
Vibration Modules aimed at reducing overall noise and vibration –
qualities highly sought by hunters.
Limbs/limb
pockets:
The
Frontier’s limb pockets are of open
design and CNC machined from
6061 aluminum. Each pocket is bolted to the riser’s end and does not
pivot. When the draw weight is
adjusted the limb moves within the
pocket. Draw weights are available
in 60 and 70 pound peak.
Parker precisely matches each
pair of 13 inch straight limbs based
on deflection values for maximum
performance. An industry favorite,
Gordon Power-Tuff material, was
selected for the limb construction
and is CNC machined to exacting
tolerances. When at full draw the
limbs move to a parallel position for
less shock and vibration at the shot.
This is achieved for two reasons.

About The Author

Here’s the Outfitter Version of the
Frontier. It carries the popular Quick Shot
Whisker Biscuit rest, a Montana Black
Gold sight, Parker’s own two-piece quiver,
Sims LS Vibration Reduction Modules, a
braided sling, angled peep sight, and Sims
String Leeches. Though not shown in these
photos, the bow alone or with the accessory package also includes Sims Ultra
LimbSavers factory-installed on the face
or shooter side of the limbs.

Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and works in the area of nondestructive testing technology. His entire career has centered around the testing
and evaluation of products. Now 37, he's been bowhunting since age 12. Silks
started writing for magazines and websites four years ago and since then has
done more than 225 product reviews.
Manufacturers who appreciate his thoroughness and frankness have often asked
him to review products that are still in the
development stage. Silk's work has
appeared on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has been published in
Petersens Bowhunting, Bowhunter, Arrow
Adventure, and Whitetail Fanatic, along
with ArrowTrade. Jon and Jennifer Silks
have six children. Silks can be reached by
email at silksoutdoors@lazerlink.net
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First, the amount of limb travel is
greatly reduced in a parallel limb
design verses a more traditional limb
configuration and second the force
from the limb travel is moving in
opposite directions and is effectively
canceled out.
The limbs and limb pockets are
camo finished in the same manner
as the riser.
Customer Connection: Gordon’s
Power-Tuff material has gained a
tremendous reputation in the industry as the basis of limbs whose durability and performance has been
proven over and over.
Parallel limbs carry with them
many benefits – use them as selling
points!
Eccentrics: Driving the Frontier
to IBO speeds of 313 fps and AMO
speeds of 239 fps is Parker’s
PowerLine One-Cam. This single
cam system features maintenance
free sealed ball bearings and stainless steel axles for both the cam and
idler wheel. A total of 33 ½ inches
separate the axles and the brace
height measures 6 ¾ inches. The
standard letoff on this eccentric system is 80 percent with an option of
65 percent through the modular system. Modules also allow for
adjustable draw lengths from 25.5 to
31 inches. A second string post on
the backside of the cam reduces the
draw length by ½ inch. Each module
is equipped with an extra wide track
angled toward the cable guard
designed to reduce wear on the buss
cable.
The eccentrics are finished in
the same manner as the riser.
We should note Parker also
builds a twin cam version of the
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Frontier, the Fronter 2-Plus. That
bow is an inch shorter in axle to axle
length and is powered by new 2-Plus
Cams designed to build draw weight
faster and maximize stored energy.
Advertised speeds for the Frontier 2Plus are 254 fps AMO, 333 fps IBO.
Customer Connection:
The use of modules creates versatility for both the bow shop and
customer. Modules allow for a quick
response to your customer’s
demands without the need for high
inventory of either bows or cams.
The customer in turn gets what
he/she wants right now.
Buss cable wear can be an issue
on certain cam systems. Parker takes
a positive step toward eliminating
that issue with their angled module
track.
A 33-½ inch axle-to-axle measurement is a nice blend of stability
and maneuverability.
Silencing/Shock reducing features: The Frontier puts the proven
technology of Sims Vibration Lab’s
material to work in the form of String
Leeches, L/S Vibration Reduction
Modules and Ultra Limb Savers. All
of these sound and vibration reducing accessories are installed at the
factory whether you order the bow
alone or with accessories in the popular Outfitter version.
Customer Connection: Today’s
bowhunter is educated early and
often. Veterans and beginners alike
are looking for a quiet and shock free
bow right out of the box. Point out
the Frontier’s silencers come from
Sims, the pioneer in this category,
and include not only the Ultra
LimbSavers but
the bolt on
modules that
are
attached
directly behind
the limb butts.
That’s a premium dampening
system that few
bows include.
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Strings/Cables: Parker uses the
Brownell D75 Thin material for both
the string and cable. The string measures 93-¾ inch in length and has 20
strands. The cable also consists of 20
strands, however, it is much shorter
at 35 ¼ inches.
Customer Connection: Brownell
has a reputation for performance
and durability.

Testing:
The Parker Frontier was first
subjected to a quality inspection
that is designed to expose any obvious flaws in finish, mechanics,
machining or overall workmanship.
Parker’s determination to do the little things right before tackling the
bigger things became apparent during this inspection as not one single
blemish or flaw was found from top
to bottom.
The Frontier was set up with a 60
pound draw weight and 30 inch
draw length. A simple brass string
nock and NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow
Rest were added. The T.R.U. Ball Pro
Diamond release aid was also used
to carry out the testing. A 540-grain
Easton XX78 Super Slam aluminum
arrow was utilized for testing so that
AMO speed ratings could be measured. The rig was paper tuned to
ensure accurate results throughout
the evaluation.
Speed was measured using an
Easton Professional Chronograph,
which is a component in their Bow
Force Mapper System. The numbers were then validated using an
Oehler M35 chronograph. Averaged
over ten shots the Frontier registered
an AMO rating of 237.3 fps. As you
probably know, AMO ratings are
derived using a 540 grain arrow. The
advertised AMO speed is 239 fps. The
difference between the two is negligible.
After retuning the Frontier with a
350-grain arrow the speed was tested
again. These numbers are for reference only since typically IBO speeds
are obtained at the 70 pound draw
weight. The average speed was measured at 280.4 fps. Notable here is the
efficiency at which the Frontier propels a heavier arrow. Many
bowhunters opt for a heavier arrow

The easy-drawing characteristics of the Parker Frontier with
PowerLine One-Cam is reflected in the gentle slopes and rounded

while pursuing game and the Parker
is especially suited for this task.
The draw length was set to
exactly 30 inches by AMO standards
for all tests.
Comparing the Frontier to other
top bows on the market the following subjective aspects were evaluated:

top of this Force Draw curve developed by Jon Silks for this
ArrowTrade Dealer Bow Report.

gory does not stem from vibration; it
is the result of a substantial “jump”
felt upon release. A significant
reduction was achieved in the shock
and vibration levels when a Stealth 8
inch stabilizer was attached.
Although the Outfitter version of this
bow comes with an excellent acces-

sory package, a stabilizer is not
included. Dealers may want to consider equipping the bow with a quality active stabilizer when customers
try it out.
The Frontier’s noise level is well
below average (that is good by the
way!) and scored well in this catego-

Shock/vibration levels
Noise level
Overall feel of the grip and
balance of the bow at full
draw
Smoothness of draw
Thirteen bows were available for
the comparison, however, only four
others with similar specs were chosen.
Shock and vibration levels were
determined to be higher than average among these top bows. The levels are not at all alarming however
they are noticeable. The use of
earplugs to separate what I am hearing from what I am feeling upon
release did not change the results of
this category. The issue in this cateCircle 197 on Response Card
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ry. A second set of string silencers
and the addition of a stabilizer rendered it whisper quiet. To demonstrate this to a customer, you could
simply attach common rubber
bands above and below the nocking
point on the string. These do not last
long but do the trick for demonstration purposes. Or you could opt to
install a second set of Sims Leeches
as an investment in selling more
bows.
In the area of grip feel and balance the Frontier proved stable at
full draw, positioning my hand in a
repeatable and comfortable manner.
The grip has a relatively large heel,
which feels somewhat cumbersome
while simply handling the bow – not
at full draw. That same heel aids in
wrist/hand positioning at full draw
and serves its purpose well.
The strongest category showing
was discovered in the Frontier’s draw
cycle. I thought it had an exceptionally smooth draw from start to finish.
Draw cycle plays a major role in
determining an archer’s overall perception of a bow’s performance. The
smooth draw of the Frontier may
well enable the customer to shoot it
comfortably at a higher weight than
models with a more “aggressive”
draw cycle like Parker’s own Frontier
2-Plus.

Test Bow Technical Info and
Comparisons To Recent Tests:
(All tests used a 540-grain arrow/
60 pound peak draw weight)
Stored Energy: 80.57 footpounds for Frontier. In comparison,
the BowTech Tribute had 80.76 for
the “smooth” module and 86.2 for
the “fast” module. The Mathews
Switchback XT had 77.93, the Fred
Bear Instinct 75.82 and the Rytera
Bullet-X 75.93.
(When you draw the bow you
supply power/energy into the limbs.
The amount of energy that the limbs
can hold is known as the stored energy.)
Efficiency Rating: 83.83 percent
(This is the amount of the stored
energy (in percent) that can be successfully transferred into propelling
the arrow upon release. The bow
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2006 Parker Frontier with PowerLine One-Cam
Draw weights: 50-60 pounds, 60-70 pounds
Draw Lengths: 25.5 to 31 inches
Axle-to-axle length: 33.5 inches
Brace Height: 6.75 inches
Mass Weight: 4.15 pounds
Let-off option: 80 percent with optional 65 percent
Eccentrics: PowerLine One-Cam
AMO speed: 237.3 tested – 239 advertised
IBO speed: 313 fps advertised
Available finish: Mossy Oak New Break-Up camo pattern
Cable: Brownell D75 Thin – 20 strand, 35.25 inches long
String: Brownell D75 Thin – 20 strand, 93.75 inches long
Grip: One-piece walnut
Riser: CNC machined 6061 aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: CNC machined 6061 aluminum, fixed position
Limbs: Straight, 13 inches, Gordon Composite
Cable Guard: Solid Carbon, epoxy sealed, camo film dipped
Warranty: Lifetime to original purchaser
not including string, cable or finish
MSRP: $719.95 or $819.95 with Outfitter Package of accessories.

design, including limbs, limb pockets, cam systems, and axle types play
into the bow’s efficiency. An example
would be a sealed ball bearing in the
idler wheel verses a simple unsealed
rod bearing. It takes more energy to
rotate the unsealed rod bearing
(more friction) verses the sealed ball
bearing (less friction) so more of the
bow’s potential energy is used. The
end result is a lower efficiency rating
because less stored energy is left over
to propel the arrow.)
How does the Parker Frontier
stack up against other bows tested
for recent issues? By comparison, the
Rytera Bullet-X with single Vipro
Cam had a 82.84 percent efficiency
rating, the Fred Bear Instinct came in
at 83 percent and the Mathews
Switchback XT, led at 88.7 percent.
All these bows are single cam models. The BowTech Tribute with twin
Binary Cams had 86.3 percent for the
smooth module, 85.6 percent for the
fast module.
Kinetic Energy: 67.54 footpounds for the Frontier with
smooth-drawing PowerLine cam. By
comparison the BowTech Tribute
offered 69.66 or 73.77, depending on
the module profile. The Mathews
Switchback XT delivered 69.08, the
Fred Bear Instinct 62.9, and the

Rytera Bullet-X also had 62.9. (It
should be noted that the Rytera
Bullet-X is also available with
Martin’s twin Nitrous cams that
should produce higher kinetic energy readings than the model tested.)
(Kinetic Energy is the energy that
actually goes into propelling the
arrow. Basically it is the energy that is
left over from the stored energy after
all of the bow system friction is
accounted for.)
SE/PF Ratio: 1.343
This is the ratio of stored energy
to peak force. In other words what
return are you getting for the power
you supply. Here’s where the previous four test bows stand: BowTech
1.346 and 1.437, Mathews 1.298,
Fred Bear 1.264 and Rytera 1.265
Measured AMO Speed: 237.3
FPS for the Frontier.
The bow is tweaked to an AMO
draw length of 30 inches and set
exactly to a 60 pound draw weight
for the speed test. Under the same
conditions, the Bullet-X and Instinct
were at 229, the Switchback XT was
at 240, and the BowTech recorded
241 with the smooth module, 248
with the fast.
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The Height of Bow
Technology
for

$399

•M-Pro Single Cam
with Speed Bearings
•CNC Machined Modular
Aluminum Riser
•laminated Coreflex Limbs

•Mass Weight 4 Pounds 3 oz.
•Teflon Infused Cable Guard
•Vibration Escape Kit
•Insulated Thermal Grip
•Fully Adjustable Draw
Length and Weight

•Axle to Axle 32”
•Brace Height 6 3/4”
•IBO 310 fps
•Smooth And Accurate

•Made In The USA

With The New
•Martin Shooter Laura Francese
•Photo by Greg Nielsen

M-Pro Cam

Silky Smooth Draw.
No Recoil, No Vibration.

Martin Archery
3134 W. Highway 12 - Walla Walla, WA 99362
www.martinarchery.com 509.529.2554
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